
 CAPABILITY LIST (Part-145 ref. № EASA.145.0581)

Rating Description Part number Manufacturer Type of activities Applicable CMM

C5 Aircraft Battery
024054-000 (Model 

257CH-9)
SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-32-01

C5 Aircraft Battery
024055-000 (Model 

427CK-1)
SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-32-09

C5 Aircraft Battery 441CH1 SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-30-12

C5 Aircraft Battery
 022835-000        

(1756-3)
SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-32-06

C5 Aircraft Battery
024637-000  (1756-

1)
SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-32-06

C5 Aircraft Battery
025930-000 (Model 

4317CH1)
SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-30-99, OMM

C5 Aircraft Battery
024643-000 (Model 

4017CH3)
SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-32-10

C5 Aircraft Battery

024147-000     

(Type 539CH-1     

5319CH1)

SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-31-07

C5 Aircraft Battery
025962-000 

(539CH2)
SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-32-21

C5 Aircraft Battery
018550-000            

(4579)
SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-31-05

C5 Aircraft Battery
4078-2            

(40678-2)
SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-31-15

C5 Aircraft Battery

024453-000               

(Model 4078-3  

40178-24        

40178-26)           

SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-32-05

C5 Aircraft Battery
025897-000     

(176CH)
SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-30-99, OMM

C5 Aircraft Battery
025255-000 

(176CH3)
SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-32-19

C5 Aircraft Battery 176CH6 SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-30-99, OMM

C5 Aircraft Battery
025271-000 (Model 

4318CH24)
SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-32-20

C5 Aircraft Battery

015920-000      

(40176-4        40176-

7)                         

SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-32-03

C5 Aircraft Battery 151CH1, 151CH2 SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-33-96

C5 Aircraft Battery 1201            (12101) SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-41-01

C5 Aircraft Battery 1656-6 SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-31-19

C5 Aircraft Battery 1658-6 SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-31-20
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C5 Aircraft Battery
2376                  

(2376-1, 2376-4)
SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-30-99, OMM

C5 Aircraft Battery 2378-2 SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-30-00

C5 Aircraft Battery 2758 SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-38-51

C5 Aircraft Battery 2778-1 SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-30-00

C5 Aircraft Battery 2778-4 SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-31-91

C5 Aircraft Battery 276CH1 SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-30-24

C5 Aircraft Battery 276CH10 SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-30-99, OMM

C5 Aircraft Battery 405CH10 SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-32-18

C5 Aircraft Battery 405CH23 SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-32-13

C5 Aircraft Battery 4071-1 (4071-10) SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-30-99, OMM

C5 Aircraft Battery 409CH2 SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-30-25

C5 Aircraft Battery 437CH14 SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-30-99, OMM

C5 Aircraft Battery
4076                  

(4076-1)
SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-30-99, OMM

C5 Aircraft Battery
4076-10             

(4076-23)
SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-31-41

C5 Aircraft Battery 26108 SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-30-00

C5 Aircraft Battery 40118-2 SAFT Up to and including overhaul 24-30-00

C5 Aircraft Battery M3-XX-XX Marathon Up to and including overhaul 24-34-08

C5 Aircraft Battery 30874-001 Marathon Up to and including overhaul 24-34-02

C14 Wheels 5012373
Meggitt                

(MABS)

Up to and including overhaul, except 

Heli-Coil insert repair, machine 

bearing bore repair,  thermal spray 

repairs, bushing repairs, turn repairs, 

ream repairs, weld repairs, machining 

repairs, shot peening, re-application 

of sulfuric acid anodize, chromic 

anodize and cadmium plating, 

chemical methods of paint and 

corrosion removal, hardness 

inspection

AP-767

32-42-28

C14 Wheels

5010598, 

5010598AB,

5010598-1,  

5010598-1AB

Meggitt                

(MABS)

Up to and including overhaul, except 

hub pilot replacement, thermal spray 

repairs, bushing repairs, turn repairs, 

grease seal seat and snap ring groove 

epoxy repairs, ream repairs, weld 

repairs, machining repairs, shot 

peening, reapplication of sulfuric acid 

anodize, chromic anodize and 

cadmium plating, chemical methods 

of paint and corrosion removal

AP-714                                                                

32-46-27
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C14 Wheels

5010571                                                                   

5010571-1      

5010571-2

Meggitt                

(MABS)

Up to and including overhaul, except 

inboard bearing cup bore flame spray 

repair (R1-1), inboard bearing cup 

bore bushing cup repair(R1-2), 

outboard bearing cup bore flame 

spray repair(R2-1), outboard bearing 

cup bore bushing cup repair(R2-2), 

key screw hole repair(R3), inflation 

valve hole repair(R4), pressure release 

plug hole repair(R5), fusible plug hole 

repair(R6), hub cap screw hole 

repair(R7), tab weld repair(R8), 

lockring groove repair(R9), ream-

bored repairs, shot peening, re-

application of sulfuric acid anodize, 

chromic anodize and cadmium 

plating, chemical methods of paint 

and corrosion removal, Hardness test 

method II (Rockwell or Brinell 

Impression test)

AP-715                                                      

32-40-98

C14 Wheels
3-1563                           

3-1563-1                 
Goodrich

Up to and including overhaul, except 

slimsert and Heli-Coil insert and 

twinsert repair, machine bearing bore 

repair,  thermal spray repairs, bushing 

repairs, turn repairs, ream repairs, 

weld repairs, machining repairs, shot 

peening, re-application of sulfuric acid 

anodize, chromic anodize and 

cadmium plating, chemical methods 

of paint and corrosion removal, 

hardness inspection

32-48-22

C14 Wheels 3-1560              Goodrich

Up to and including overhaul, except 

slimsert and Heli-Coil insert and 

twinsert repair, machine bearing bore 

repair,  thermal spray repairs, bushing 

repairs, turn repairs, ream repairs, 

weld repairs, machining repairs, shot 

peening, re-application of sulfuric acid 

anodize, chromic anodize and 

cadmium plating, chemical methods 

of paint and corrosion removal

32-48-23

C14 Wheels 3-1599             Goodrich

Up to and including overhaul, except 

slimsert and Heli-Coil insert and 

twinsert repair, machine bearing bore 

repair,  thermal spray repairs, bushing 

repairs, turn repairs, ream repairs, 

weld repairs, machining repairs, shot 

peening, reapplication of sulfuric acid 

anodize, chromic anodize and 

cadmium plating,  chemical methods 

of paint and corrosion removal, 

hardness inspection

32-48-30
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C14 Wheels 3-1609-1 Goodrich

Up to and including overhaul, except 

slimsert and Heli-Coil insert and 

twinsert repair, machine bearing bore 

repair,  thermal spray repairs, bushing 

repairs, turn repairs, ream repairs, 

weld repairs, machining repairs, shot 

peening, re-application of sulfuric acid 

anodize, chromic anodize and 

cadmium plating,  chemical methods 

of paint and corrosion removal, 

hardness inspection

32-48-28

C14 Wheels
3-1610                      

3-1610-1
Goodrich

Up to and including overhaul, except 

slimsert and Heli-Coil insert and 

twinsert repair, machine bearing bore 

repair,  thermal spray repairs, bushing 

repairs, turn repairs, ream repairs, 

weld repairs, machining repairs, shot 

peening, re-application of sulfuric acid 

anodize, chromic anodize and 

cadmium plating,  chemical methods 

of paint and corrosion removal

32-48-29

C14 Wheels
3-1531-1

3-1531-3
Goodrich

Up to and including overhaul, except 

Heli-Coil insert repair, machine 

bearing bore repair,  thermal spray 

repairs, bushing repairs, turn repairs, 

ream repairs, weld repairs, machining 

repairs, shot peening, re-application 

of sulfuric acid anodize, chromic 

anodize and cadmium plating, 

chemical methods of paint and 

corrosion removal, hardness 

inspection

32-41-13

C14 Wheels 3-1530 Goodrich

Up to and including overhaul, except 

Heli-Coil insert repair, machine 

bearing bore repair,  thermal spray 

repairs, bushing repairs, turn repairs, 

ream repairs, weld repairs, machining 

repairs, shot peening, re-application 

of sulfuric acid anodize, chromic 

anodize and cadmium plating, 

chemical methods of paint and 

corrosion removal, hardness 

inspection

32-41-20

Approved by:_________________________________                                         ________________________________________

Date: 08 Feb 2017

          Accountable manager Quality manager
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